2 . Foreign Exchange Policy
(1) Greater Liberalization

of Capital Account

Transactions

A . Korean Stock Market Greatly Opened

During the year under review, the government greatly widened the opening of
the Korean equity market, easing restrictions on both direct and indirect investment
in domestic stocks by foreigners and liberalizing stock index futures and options
m arkets.

In order to promote inflows of foreign capital, the aggregate ceiling within which

foreign investors could purchase domestic stocks listed on the Korea Stock
Exchange(KSE) was raised on May 1 from 20 per cent to 23 per cent of the
outstanding stocks issued by a listed firm, and from 15 per cent to 18 per cent of

those issued by a public corporation. The ceiling on holdings by an individual
foreign investor was also raised from 5 per cent to 6 per cent of a firm's outstanding
stocks. On November 3, the aggregate ceiling was further raised to 26 per cent for a

firm, and to 20 per cent for a public corporation. The individual ceiling was at the
same time increased to 7 per cent. On December 11, the aggregate and individual

ceilings on the purchase of stocks in a listed company were both raised to 50 per
cent in line with the agreement with the IMfl the ceilings for a public corporation
remaining at the same level as before. The aggregate ceiling was further raised to 55

per cent on December 30.
As for indirect

investment

in the domestic

equity market, on January

3,

foreigners were allowed to invest in equity-type beneficial certificatessubject to a
m aximum

limit of 20 per cent of each new issue. On February 26, equity-type

country funds were allowed to acquire stocks in the primary or issue market, and on

M ay 2, a capital increase of US 140 million dollars by the Korea fund was
authorized.

The government substantially raised the ceiling on foreign investment in the
stock index futures market from 30 per cent of the average daily open interest for

the last three months to 100 per cent with effect from July 7. In addition, it set the
ceiling on foreign investment in stock index options at the same level as that in
stock index futures. On September 1, foreigner-only
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funds whose capital was

gathered through

the sale of beneficial

certificates were allowed to invest in

KOSDAQ-listedstockswithout limit, and also in stock index futures and options.
The government announced that taxes on capital gains from stocks,which were
imposed on nationals of countries, such as Japan, that did not have bilateral
taxation agreements with Korea, would be scrapped, beginning October 25. On
N ovember

15, foreigners were allowed to invest in companies

listed on the

KOSDAQ market,subiectto aggregateand individual foreigninvestment ceilingsof
15 per cent and 5 per cent, respectively.
B . Extemal

Liberalization

of Domestic

Bond

Market

Widened

On January 3, the government raised the ceilings on foreign investment in nonguaranteed convertible bonds(CBs) issued by small and medium enterprises(SMEs).
The aggregateceiling was increased from 30 per cent to 50 per cent of each issue
and the individual ceiling from 5 per cent to 10 per cent. From June 2, foreigners
were allowed to invest in the non-guaranteed CBs of large listed companies and in

the non-guaranteed bonds of SMEs with a maturity of more than three years.
Aggregate and individual limits for non-guaranteed CBs of large listed companies
were set, respectivelyf at 30 per cent and 6 per cent of the volume of any issue listed.

The aggregate limit for foreign investment in SMEs'non-guaranteed long-term
b onds was set at 50 per cent of the volume of the issue listed, but no individual
limit was set.

On December 12, right after the currency crisis, foreigners were given carte
blanche to invest in the non-guaranteed CBs of large enterprises, and in the
guaranteed bonds and non-guaranteed bonds of large enterprises, both with

maturitiesof at leastthree years.The aggregateand individual investnent ceilings
for large enterprises'non-guaranteed CBs were set at 50 per cent and 10 per cent
respectivelyland for their guaranteed bonds and non-guaranteed bonds at 30 per
cent and 10 per cent, respectively.Meanwhile, foreign investment ceilings on nonguaranteed long-termbonds and SMEs'non-guaranteed CBs were abolished.

Furthermore,the governmentremovedthe individual foreigninvestment ceiling
on corporate bonds on December 23. Also national and municipal bonds, specificlaw bonds including financial debentures, and corporate bonds with maturities of

lessthan three years were opened up to foreign investment. The aggregateforeign
investment ceiling on such bonds was set at 30 per cent of those of each issuerand
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the individual ceiling at 10% thereof.

On December 30, all restrictions on foreigners'investnent in corporate bonds
w ere removed,

completely

liberalizing

the domestic

bond market. This had

originally been scheduled only for such time as stable macroeconomic conditions
w ere maintained

or the differential between Korean and international

interest rates

fell below two percentage points.

Regarding the issuance of bonds in the domestic market by nonresidents, the
government on March 17 permitted international financial institutions, including
the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development(IBRD) and the
European

Bank for Reconstruction

and Development(EBRD),

to issue won-

denominated bonds and list them on the KSE.In accordance with this measure, the
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IBRD listed bonds to the value of approximately US 100 million dollars on April 23
and the EBRD floated a similar amount on May 2.

C. Reslrictions on Inward Foreign Direct Inves71ent Further Lifted
The revision of the previous Foreign Capital Inducement Act came into force on
February 1, being renamed the Foreign Investment and Foreign Capital Inducement

Act, Under the revision, foreign enterprises were allowed to receive loans from
affiliated companies within a limit of the amount of foreign invesoent committed.
The loan had to be used for the import of capital goods and have a maturity of

m ore than five years.Also friendly mergersand acquisitions engineered by a foreign
company were permitted if approved by the board of directors of the targeted
enterprise. An exception, however, was made for enterprises having assets of at least

two trillion Korean won in view of the potential impact on the national economy.
In these cases the permission of the Minister of Finance and Economy had to be
o btained.

W ith effect7omjuly 14, the government dismantled most restrictionson the use
of long-term cash loans with maturities of more than five years by foreigner-owned

m anufacturing firms, allowing them to borrow working capital abroad subject to a
ceiling of the lower of 50 per cent of the total investment committed
m illion

or US 10

dollars.

The system for receiving authorization to set up an office in Korea for a foreign
securities-related institution, such as a securities firm, an investment trust companyf

or an invesoent consulting firm was changed as of january 1 from approval by the
M inister of Finance

and Economy

to a declaration

whose acceptance

was

conditional upon its examination, On November 1, foreignersand foreign-invested
companies were allowed to operate currency exchange business. For opening a
registered currency exchange business or altering its type of operation,

simple

n otification to the Governor of the BOK was required, instead of a declaration
whose acceptance had been conditional upon its examination. The government on
D ecember 31 designated ten branches of foreign securities firms in Korea as
institutions for the conduct of foreign exchangefx)

transactions, enabling them to

engage in currency exchange business and short-term FX forward transactions
related

to securities

investment.
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D . Restrictions on Foreign Borrowings by Residents Eased
Starting from January 1, both large enterprisesand foreign-investedcompanies
were allowed to receive commercial loans for the import of capital goods. For
infrastructure projects conducted in line with the Private Capital Inducement Art
whose net construction cost was over 500 billion Korean won, the government
allowed foreign borrowings of up to 20 per cent of the annual net cost per proiect in
order to finance the domestic part of the infrastructureproject. This was subiect to a
ceiling of US$ 50 million, but for those projects with a net construction cost of over
1 trillion Korean won, the ceiling on such foreign borrowings was set at US$ 100
m illion.

The government

also permitted

firms the ratio of whose domestic-made

m achinery use for plant inves71ent was at least 50 per cent, and also fifteen local
governments,

to raise funds overseas through commercial

loans or the issue of

foreign currency securities.

The annual limit on long-term foreign borrowings by domestic banks was
abolished on March 15, and that on domestic firms'issue of stock-related securities

on April 1, The previous ceiling on individual firms'issue of equity-related
securitiesof 50 per cent of total stocksissuedwas eliminated on April 14 along with
the requirementof at leasta BBBrating from an international credit rating agency
for the issue of debt securities overseas.

On November 1, the government liberalized residents'use of foreign borrowings
raised via local financing for all purposes other than overseasportfolio invesoent,
overseasreal estate purchases, and funds for the establishment and operation of
overseas branches. Similarly, the ex-post management of local financing was
lightened so that a declaration to the Governor of the BOK was needed only when

the debt outstanding was overUS 30 million dollarsand the increment during the
year exceeded30 per cent of the balance outstanding at the end of previousyear.
The government liberalized both the use of funds raised through the issue of
depository receipts by foreign exchange banks, and the borrowing terms for

commercial loans, which had previouslybeen set at no more than Libor +2 per
cent for SMEsor Libor + 1 per cent for other companies.
Following the currency crisis, foreign borrowings in the form of commercial

loans of cash with at least a three-yearmaturity or the issueof foreign currency
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denominated bonds by private firms were allowed for an interim period from
D ecember 16,1997 until the end of 1998.

In addition, the government improved the system for the raising of foreign
currency funds by firms, and this was scheduled to be put into practice from

January 1, 1998, Under the new arrangement, the various uses of firms'fundraising were integrated and the limit on commercial loans intended for the import

of capital goods abolished. The government also permitted firms operating in a
technological frontier industry to receive commercial loans for the purchase of
domestic-madecapital goods even if the ratio of domestic-made machinery of the
relevant enterprisewas lessthan 50 per cent. Furthermore, the ratio of the required
funds that might be borrowed when large enterprisespurchase capital goods using
commercial

loans was raised to the same level as that when the purchase was

financed through the issue of foreign furrency securities;namelyf up to 80 per cent
o f the cost incurred.

E . Overseas Direct and Por77olio Investment

The government

eased or abolished

Liberalized

many restrictions

on overseas direct

inves71ent to allow enterprisesto carry through their own inves71ent strategies,in
pursuit of profit at their own initiative and risk.
On August 1, the system of a declaration to the BOK and its acceptance for
overseas direct investments

exceeding US 10 million

dollars was replaced by a

simple declaration to a commercial bank. Regarding routine overseas direct
investment, the examination by the Overseas Direct Investment Examination
Committee, and the requirement that a certain ratio of equity capital be met were
abolished.

In order to allow interested parties such as small stockholders to obtain a better

graspof intended overseasinvestments,the list of items subiectto public disclosure
by the firm involved was expanded to include the total proiected scale of the
operation and the method of raising the required funds, in addition to the amount
and ratio of invested capital, and the name of the local subsidiary. Also the
responsibility for the compilation of statisticsrelated to overseasdirect investment,
which had been handled by the BOK, was transferredto the National Federation of
B anks.

Regarding overseas portfolio investment, having liberalized institutional
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investors'investment

in unlisted foreign stocks on March 20, 1995, the

government allowed private investors to invest in such stocks as of March 11. The

aggregateceiling on Korean residents'investment in each such issue was limited to
10 per cent of the total outstanding of any foreign-currencydenominated unlisted
issue, and the individual ceiling was set at lessthan 10 per cent of the value of that
individual's outstanding investnent in foreign-currencydenominated securities.

(2) Improvement

of the System for Current Transactions

A. Period of Deferred Paynlents for Imports Liberalized
Seeking to provide disincentives

to the flow of imports,

the government

reclassifiedChina from the rest-of-the-world
category to the neighboring country
category in relation to the period of import on a deferred-payment basis. When

import was for domestic use on a deferred-payment basis against a Letter of
Guarantee(L/G), the settlement period was shortened from 20 days to 10 days, this
latter regulation being, however, subsequently abolished on February 10.

In orderto easeexporters'difficultiesin raisingforeigncapitalwhen they import
raw materials for export use from neighboring

countries, the period for deferred

payment was lengthened from 150 days to 180 days in the case of SMEs on April
14, and from 120 days to 150 days in the case of large enterprises on August 29. For

imports intended for domestic use by SMEs, the settlement periods for deferred
p ayments were, as of October 31, all lengthened

to 180 days, the same as for

imports for export use.

On December 12, after the currency crisishad erupted, the settlement periods for
deferred payments imports were standardized at 180 days, regardless of use, source,

and sixteof the importing firm. However, where the credit is supplied by the US
Commodity Credit Corporation, the maximum

period of settlement was extended

to 36 months.

In a related move, which came into effect as of November 28, it was provided
that for imports of crude oil against shipper's credit or ex-post payment, that
portion of the eligible deferred payments period exceeding the duration of the
credit offered might be financed by borrowings of short-term foreign funds or the

issueof commercial paper.
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B. Receipt Limit on Export Advances and Deposits Abolished
As a measure to improve the current account balance, the government,

on

February 10, raised the ceiling on large enterprises'receipt of advances on exports
from 20 per cent of the previous year's exports to 25 per cent, and increased the
ceiling on deposits against contracted exports during the manufacturing

period

from 30 per cent of the total contract amount to 40 per cent thereof. On August 29,
the former ceiling was abolished and the latter ceiling was raised 7om 50 per cent
to 60 per cent.
From November 1, exporters were allowed to receive advances against exports

from other companies'local

subsidiaries or overseas branches, Effective from

D ecember 12, the period for the performance of He exports corresponding to the

export advances was lengthened from 120 days to 180 days, and limits on deposits
against exports made at the time of entering into a contract were liberalized to help

ease exporters'financial woes.
The government

relaxed restraints on some types of invisible payments

on

7 ovember 1. first of all, the remittance of interest accrued from non-residents'

won-denominated accounts to another country would require only a declaration to
the head of FX bank rather than the previous approval by the Govemor of the BOK.
W hen Korean residents abroad wished to take their financial

they might

do so up to a limit of US 1 million

assets out of Korea,

dollars per year through

an

emigration account, with no limit on the cumber of withdrawals, after declaring
their intention to their prime foreign exchange bank.
C . Ex-post Management

of Pa77nents for Invisibles Reformed

O n February 10, as part of the drive to improve the current account position,
d onations

to educational,

cultural, or religious institutions

in excess of US 5

thousand dollars per transfer were made subiect to the same ex-post supervision as
general transfers. Also pre-examination and ex-post supervision regarding expenses
of students studying aborad were strengthened, and overseas educational expenses
for minors were no longer to constitute expenses necessary in connection

with

overseas stay. On May 1, the right to examine persons making FX transactions and
t hose

related

or connected

with

them

was transferred

to the

Head

of National

Tax

Administration to facilitate the suppression of unauthorized transfers of foreign
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exchange and capital flight involving the evasion of tariffs.
M oreover, from November 1, when advance payments for imports or the

provision of servicesexceededUS 100 thousand dollars per transaction, or trade
brokeragefees exceededboth 10 per cent of the total value of the trade and US 100
thousand dollars, the National Tax Administration

had to be notified.

(3) Revigoration of the Foreign Exchange Market
A. free-floating Exchange Rate System Introduced

In accordance with the government's agreement with the IMf, the daily
exchange rate fluctuation band was eliminated as of December 16, Koreathereby
effectivelyswitching to a free-floatingexchange rate system. This decision was
dictated by the need to restorethe price function of the exchangerate, after the
won had collapsedagainstthe dollar repeatedlyhitting its daily lower limit shortly
after market opening and paralyzing the domestic FX market. This pattern had
continued even after a massive widening of the band from ±2.5 per cent to ±10
p er cent on November 20. It was agreed, however, that the basic rate, which is the

weighted average of the previous business day's transactions in the interbank FX
m arket, would continue

to be used when commercial

banks set their own FX

selling-buying rates or when the BOK conducted FX transactions.

B. Foreign Exchange Position Management System Improved

To dampen the excessdemand for foreignexchangeand promote capitalinflows,
the government carried out a number of measures on October 31. The limit on a

bank's spot over-boughtposition was set at the higher of 5 per cent of its equity
capital or US 8 million dollars, and the amount of spot FX sold, where it resulted

from swaps involving selling spot and buying forwards,was excluded from the
calculation of the spot FX position. Furthermore,the limit on the spot over-sold
position was increasedon November 1 from the higher of 3 per cent of equity
capital or US 5 million dollarsto the higher of 5 per cent of equity capital or US 8
m illion

dollars.

Starting from October 31, in order to constrain the excess FX demand,

the

government imposed temporary restrictionson purchasesof foreign currencyfor
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Korean won until the market recovered its stability. Accordingly the purchase of
foreign exchange for holding purposes, which was previously allowed up to US 20
thousand dollars annually per person, and its purchase to make FX deposits, were

both prohibited, and even in the case of real demand transactions, the purchase of
foreign exchange was allowed only within the five days before the actual payment.
Previouslyf foreign exchange banks had had to file FX transaction records with

the National Tax Administration when receiving or purchasing foreign currency
from a single person to the value of more than US 20 thousand dollars per year. But
with effect from December 12, this requirement was suspended in order to promote

the inflow of foreign exchange held by residentsinto the domestic market.
C . FX Business of Domestic Financial Institutions

Expanded

Approval from the Minister of Finance and Economy had previously been
required for a securitiesfirm to set up an overseasbranch, but as of April 1, only a
simple declaration was necessary. From September 11, leasing companies
allowed to engage in the extension

were

of loans to local subsidiaries of financial

institutions and to take on medium and long-term borrowings of foreign capital for
this purpose.
The government

as of November

1 allowed

sales of foreign

currency

denominated assets abroad through the off-shore marketing of banks'loan
receivables and the issue of asset-backed securities. As of that same date, a new

system was introduced for the granting of authorization

for participation

in the

capital of overseasfinancial institutions whereby preliminary authorization would
first be given, after which full institutional authorization had to be obtained.

On December 31, the government allowed domestic securitiesfirms to engage in
currency exchange business and short-term FX forward transactions

related to

investment

in bonds, stock index futures, and stock index options. Also seven

invesoent

trust companies were allowed to conduct a similar range of FX business

to that allowed for securities firms except for the borrowing of foreign capital for the

purchase of foreign securities, Restrictions on the Export-Import Bank of Korea's
operations were eased to allow it to engage in foreign exchange business on the
same

basis as commercial

banks.
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(4) Negotiation

of 71e Stand-by Credit Arrangement

with the

I MF

A. The Request to the IMF for Financial
Settlement to the Negotiations

Support and the Reaching

of a

From the beginning of 1997, as a mismatch between foreign exchange supply
and demand emerged, the government undertook a series of policy initiatives to
stabilize the foreign exchange market and to restore the foreign credibility of the
Korean economy.

O n March 31, it announced

plans for the acceleration of the capital market

opening. These involved removing restrictions on foreigners'investment in the
domestic equity and bond markets, and encouraging overseas financing by Korean
financial institutions and corporations. On August 25, the government unveiled

m easures designed to stabilize the domestic financial markets and shore up the
credit standing of domestic financial institutions

in the international

financial

m arkets. The package included a government guarantee of repayment of all
overseas debt liabilities by Korean financial institutions, and the provision by the
Bank of Korea of short-term foreign currency liquidity to financial institutions.
O n October 29 and 31, the government

again acted to stabilize the securities

m arket and the foreign exchange market. This time the package included the wider

opening of the corporate bond market, encouragement for the inducement of cash
loans, the placing of temporary restraints on purchases of foreign rurrency to place

on deposit, and the adiusoent of the limits on banks'spot over-boughtposition.
A further financial market stabilization package followed on November 19. Its
initiatives included arrangement for the early resolution of bad loans through the
Korea Asset Management

Corporation's Non-performing Asset Management

Fund,

promotion of the structural adjustment of the financial industrys and the widening

of the Korean won's daily fluctuation band from ±2.25 per cent to ±10 per cent.
These policy responses,however, failed to calm the markets'fears. Korea'sforeign
currency liquidity

status had deteriorated sharply in late October following

sharp fall in the Hang Seng index on October 23, and the downgrading
soverign

rating

insurmountable
IMF for financial

by international

credit

rating

agencies.

Facing

difficulties in external financing, the government
assistance on November
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the

of Korea
almost

turned to the

21 It engaged in full and frank

negotiations with the IMF's working-leveldelegation on the amount and conditions
of the financial assistance including policy programs from November 25. An
agreement was reached, on December 4, on a Letter of Intent containing the
economic

and financial

programs

the government

should

implement

in

conjunction with the financial assistancefrom the IMf.
In spite of the conclusion of this agreement, foreign currency liquidity continued
to worsen and instability

mounted

in the domestic foreign exchange market.

Therefore,on December 24, the government and the IMF agreed on a Second Letter
of Intent, whereby Korea undertook to speed up its economic reforms, including
the full opening of the bond market, the setting of a timetable for the opening of
the domestic money market, and the abolition of the Interest Limitation Act. In

recognition of this, it was agreed that disbursement of the support previously
committed to Korea by the IMF and maior advanced countries would be brought
forward

and accelerated.

B. Details of 171eIMF's Stand-by Arrangement
The total scale of the emergency credit package put together by multilateral
financial institutions, including the IMff the IBRD, and the ADB, and a number of
industrialized
b illion

countries, which was announced

dollars.

This

was increased

on December 4, amounted

to US 58.35

billion

dollars

when

to US 57
additional

supplementary financial commitments were made by other participant countries
o n December

24.

The IMF granted a stand-by credit of 15.5 billion SDRs(approximately

US 21

billion dollars), the conditions being repayment in installments over two years after
a three-yeargraceperiod and an interest rate of about 4.7 per cent per annum.
Later, the government and the IMF agreed that the disbursement equivalent to
10 billion SDRs to be completed between December 18, 1997 and December 17,

1998 should be handled under the Supplemental Reservefacility(SRF).This enabled
the accelerated provision

of financial

support

subiect to the condition

that

repayment of each tranche be made within one to one and a half years of the date
it was drawn down. The interest rate during the first year was set at 300 basis points

above the rate carried by the IMF loans(4.7 per cent per annum), and it is to be
increased by 50 basis points at the end of that year and subsequently every six
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m onths until it reaches 500 basis points
govemment
2 .6 billion

Under these arrangements,

the

drew 4.1 billion SDRs(US 5.56 billion dollars) on December 5 and 8,
SDRs(US 3.53 billion

dollars) between

December

19 and 22, and 1.5

b illion SDRs(US 2.02 billion dollars) on December 30 and 31.
In addition to the financial assistance from the IMfl the government

took up

financial assistance equivalent to US 10 billion dollars from the IBRD. On this
facility the period of repayment was set at five years following a five-year grace
p eriod, the interest rate was set at Libor+1.0 per cent per annum, and it was to be
u sed in support of specific structural reform programs. The government drew down
US 3 billion dollars on December 23 in the first tranche according to the agreement
w ith the IBRD. Similarly, Korea was granted US 4 billion dollars by the ADB in
support of policy and institutional reforms, the conditions being repayment in full

after a seven-yeargraceperiod and an interest rate of Libor+0.4per cent per annum.
Under this arrangement, the government initially drew down US 2 billion dollars
o n December

24.

A number of countries, including members of the G7, also participated in the
emergency credit package put together by the IMF. They made supplemental

financial commioents

totalling US 22 billion dollarsuapan US 10 billion dollars ;

the United States US 5 billion dollars ; Germanyl the United Kingdom, France, and

Italy US 1.25 billion dollars each , and Australia and Canada US 1 billion dollars
each). This second line of defense would, it was arranged, be made available
through bilateral negotiations
circumstances

in the event of unanticipated

creating a need for additional

adverse external

resources to supplement

Korea's

reserves and the resources provided by the IMF and other multilateral institutions.

On December 24, four more countries agreed to partiripate in the second line of
defense. Belgium, the Netherlands, Sweden, and Switzerland, each volunteered to
m ake a total

of US 1.25 billion

supplemental financial commitment
a mount

committed

to the

second

dollars

available,

and New Zealand

made

a

of US 0.1 billion dollars. This brought the total
line

of defense

to a total

of US 23.35

billion

dollars. Upon the IMF's formal declaration that it would accelerate the provision of
financial support to Korea, the countries participating in the second line of defense
also agreed to make available earlier than scheduled almost one third(US 8 billion
dollars) of the total committed, as well as accelerating the provision of other agreed
f inancial

commitments.
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C. The Economic Program
The economic program negotiated with the IMf as the conditionality element of
the stand-by arrangements included a macroeconomic

stabilization and structural

reform program, which covered macroeconomic

policy, financial

sector

restructuring, trade and capital account liberalization, the reform of corporate
governance and corporate management, labor market reform, etc.

At first, the macroeconomic objectives of the program included : narrowing the
external current account deficit to below 1 per cent of GDP in 1998 and 1999,

containing inflation at or below 5 per cent, and limiting real GDP growth to about
3 per cent in 1998, followed by a recovery toward the potential growth rate in 1999.
M onetary policy was to be tightened immediately to restore and sustain calm in

the markets and contain the inflationary impact of the recent won depreciation. A
flexible exchange rate policy was to be maintained,
smoothing

with intervention

limited to

operations. In line with these polities, the fiscal stance was to remain

tight throughout 1998 to achieve equilibrium or a small surplus through measures
affecting both revenue and expenditure.

The centerpieceof the economicprogramwas a comprehensiverestructuringand
strengthening of the financial system to make it sound, transparent, and efficient.
Concerning financial sectorrestructuring, the strategywas to comprise three broad
elements : a clear and firm exit poliryl strong market and supervisorydiscipline, and
increasedcompetition. The exit policy would seekto ensure the rapid resolution of
troubled financial institutions in a manner that minimized systemic distress and

avoided moral hazard. The government'spolicy would involve the restructuring
and recapitalization of all banks that failed to meet the Basle Committee capital
standards, and in order to improve transparency in the financial sector, large
financial institutions were to be required to upgrade their accounting and disclosure
standards

toward best international

supervision, the government

practice. To strengthen

financial

sector

would urgently request passage of financial sector

reform bills including the revised Bank of Korea A7t, which would provide for the

central bank'sindependencewith price stabilityas its overridingmandate ; a bill to
set up an agency that would integrate the supervisory functions distributed among
v arious agencies ; and a bill requiring

that corporate financial

statements be

preparedon a consolidatedbasisand be certifiedby externalauditors.To promote
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competition and efficiency in the financial sector, the government would allow
foreignersto establish banking and securitiessubsidiariesby mid-1998.
Regarding trade liberalization,
commitnents

a time table would be set in line with the

to the WTO to eliminate trade-related subsidies, restrictive import

licensing, and the import diversification program. Steps would also be taken to
streamline and improve the transparency of import certification procedures.

The government would substantially accelerate the ongoing capital account
liberalization program. The ceiling on aggregate foreign ownership was to be
increased from 26 per cent to 50 per cent by end-1997, and to 55 per cent during
1998. By the end of February 1998, steps were to be taken to liberalize other capital

account transactions, including those restricting foreigners'access to domestic
m oney market instruments and the corporate bond markets, and there would be a

further reduction of restrictionson foreign direct invesoent by the simplification
of approval procedures. A timetable would be set by the end of February 1998 to
eliminate restrictions on foreign borrowings by corporations.

Concerning corporate governance and corporate structure, the government was
to take measures to improve the transparency

of corporate balance sheets, to

change the system of cross-paymentguarantees among interlinked business groups
to reduce the risks involved,

and to reduce the restrictions

on the take-over of

corporations by foreigners.

The government undertook to strengthen the employment insurance scheme to
facilitate the re-deployment of labor, and to remove labor market rigidities so as to

m ake the rationalization of employment easier for structural adiustment or a
m ergerand acquisition.
M oreover, the government would review the Bank of Korea's international
reservesmanagement with the intention of bringing it more closely into line with
standard international practice and regularly publish data on FX reserves, including

their composition and net forward position, initially with a two-weekdelay. The
government also undertook to releasetwice a year data on financial institutions,
including their non-performing loans, capital adequacyf ownership structure, and
a ffiliations.
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